Abstract-Our work focuses on the extrinsic calibration of a display-camera system where the camera has no direct view of the display. An annular planar mirror is used to reflect the display so that the camera can capture the reflection images. The position of the mirror can be obtained after outer circle is detected. The position parameters are determined uniquely by putting two orthogonal lines in the background and optimized by re-projecting the inner circle to the image plane. The display pixels are encoded using gray code and its imaged position in the mirror can be obtained by solving the PnP problem. Finally, the real extrinsic parameters between the camera and the display are obtained according to the mirror imaging principle. Our approach is simple and fully automatic without any manual intervention. Both simulation and real experiments validate our approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays personal electronic products with a display or a screen (e.g. personal computers, smart phones) are widely used in our everyday life. These electronics often come with a common peripheral device -a camera. A display together with a camera can form a system which enables a wide range of compute vision applications.
One of most frequently encountered applications is visionbased human-computer interaction. The user can control the computer by simply pointing toward the display, looking at certain areas, or making gestures which are observed by the camera [1, 2] . Another popular applications developed in recent years is that the display-camera system is used as a controlled illumination setup for shape acquisition (e.g. specular surface measurement). The display is used as a planar illuminant while the camera captures images reflected by the specular surface. Various patterns can be projected on the display conveniently [3~7].
The setup used in the previously described works generally requires knowledge of the posture and position of the display with respect to the camera. The display is usually not in the view of the camera in most of the applications. A mirror is often applied to reflect the display so that the camera can capture its images. To determine the pose and position of the display in the camera coordinate system, the position of the mirror is generally needed to be known. According to the different shapes of mirrors used in the calibration, these methods can be roughly divided into three classes: method based on a planar mirror [4, 8, 9] , method based on a spherical mirror [10, 11] and method based on an arbitrary shape mirror [12, 13] .
Planar mirror: Funk and Yang [4] determined the display's position with respect to the camera by pasting a chess pattern to a planar mirror. Kumar et al. [8] also used a planar mirror to calibrate the cameras without overlapping fields of view. Takahashi et al. [9] developed a new mirror-based extrinsic camera calibration method using an orthogonality constraint. But the using a planar mirror often has a degenerate case.
Spherical mirror:
A spherical mirror can avoid this drawback of using a planar one. Francken et al. [10] employed a spherical mirror to render the display visible. The mirror needs to be move to two positions. Agrawal [11] proved that only one single reflection in a spherical mirror of known radius is needed to estimate the extrinsic parameters of a camera with respect to a reference 3D object without a direct view. But the author also points that the calibration accuracy depends on the radius of the mirror. A larger mirror will perform better than a smaller one but difficult to be manufactured.
Arbitrary shape mirror:
Liu et al. [12] estimate the pose of the display using the reflection of an arbitrary specular surface. Furthermore, Nitschke et al. [13] utilized the reflection of the eye ball to calibrate the display and the camera. However, the method is just used in non-professional environments because of its poor accuracy.
An annular planar mirror with known outer and inner radiuses is used in our method. The outer circle of the mirror is used to estimate the parameters of the mirror plane and the inner one is used to optimize the parameters. Two orthogonal lines in the plane which is parallel to the mirror are utilized to eliminate the ambiguity of the parameters of the mirror plane. Compared with the existing methods, the main contributions of our work are Our approach is simple and fully automatic without any manual interaction.
The annular mirror used in our calibration is easy to manufacture than a spherical one which makes the method more practical.
II. ANNULAR MIRROR POSITION ESTIMATION
The pinhole model is used in our calibration. An annular mirror is placed in front of the camera to enable it to view a display which is outside its field of view. The original point of the world coordinate is set at the top-left of the display. The camera and the display will be mirror-symmetrical with their virtual images. So if the positions of the mirror and the imaged display are known, we can obtain the real position of the display with respect to the camera. The outer and inner radiuses of the mirror are R e and r e respectively. The normal of the mirror is n and its center is C. The relationship between the display and camera can be described by using rotation matrix R and translation matrix T. 
A. Determination of The Position of The Mirror
A bundle of straight lines passing through the optical center of the camera and the points of imaged ellipse of outer circle will form an oblique cone [14] . If the general equation of the ellipse in the image plane is described as a matrix form
If the focal length of the camera is f, then the image plane in the camera coordinate system can be expressed by z f = . So the oblique cone surface can be expressed as
where k is a scale factor which describes the depth from the coordinate origin to the point on the oblique cone. The equation of the cone can be expressed in a matrix form 0 o x y z − coordinate system, the equation of the mirror will be
Similarly to (3), we can derive the equation of the oblique cone in
where
Assuming the rotation matrix is R, we have ' = S RS (9) From (3) (6) and (8), we have
If we describe Q as
, ,
λ λ λ are the eigenvalues of Q), and V is the normalized eigen-matrix. Substituting (11) in (10), we have 
Without losing generality, we assume that 
Where α is a free value, 1 s and 2 s are undetermined signs, and
By substituting (16) in (12), we get 
Since the mirror plane is in front of the camera, the value of ' 0 z is positive. We let the normal n face to the camera. Then we have Now there is only one sign is undetermined in (19) and (20). So we can obtain two sets of solutions of the normal vector n and center point C of the mirror plane. 
B. Unique of The Position of The Mirror
Since the previous section gives two solutions of the mirror plane, we should eliminate the invalid one. Assuming there are two straight lines which are orthogonal to each other on a parallel plane of the mirror, we can get an image of the two lines as shown in Fig. 2 . 
and if the focal length of the camera is f, the equations of the two lines in the camera coordinate are : : M cn a n = − , 2 2 1 2 3 M c n a n = − ,
N a n bn = − 
Substituting the two solutions to (32), we can determine the real solution uniquely.
C. Parameter Optimization
The inner circle of the annular mirror is on the same plane and has the same center as the outer one. Similarly we can utilize the inner circle to compute the normal and the center of the mirror plane. Here we use it to optimize the parameters obtained through the outer one. Since the normal of the mirror plane 
III. DETERMINATION OF THE DISPLAY
To get the corresponding to image pixels, each pixel of the display should be encoded using an absolute code. The gray code will be used for its robust performance. If the intrinsic parameter of the camera is calibrated previously, then the rotation matrix R v and translation vector T v between the virtual display and camera can be computed by solving the PnP problem. The real rotation matrix R r and translation vector T r can be computed by the following equations
where n is the normal of the mirror plane, d is the distance from the origin point o to the mirror plane, and I is a unit matrix.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We conducted both simulation and real experiments to test our proposed method. We first review the performance of the simulation experiment. Then we show the real calibration of our display-camera setup. 
A. Simulation Experiment
To evaluate our calibration method, we design a simulation experiment. We fix the values of the internal parameters of a synthetic camera as fc= [720, 720] , cc= [320, 240] . The image resolution is set to 640 480 × . The display resolution is set to 1366 768 × . The radius of the outer circle of the annular mirror is 50mm and the inner one is 20mm. The position and orientation of the camera is chosen randomly and used as the ground truth in the error analysis. More than 5 sets of normal and center point are randomly generated and only the ones which the camera can view the display are considered for calibration.
The Gaussian noise with zero-mean and standard deviationσ is added to the images to simulate the noise in the real imaging process. The noise level is varied from 0.2 to 1.2 pixels. The calibration results are then compared with the ground truth. If the rotation matrix 1 2 3 [ , , ] = R r r r and translation matrix 1 2 3 [ , , ] = T t t t , the percentage errors between the recovered parameters and the ground truth are shown in Fig.  3(a) and Fig. 3(b) . The percentage errors are under 3% when the noise level 1.2 σ < . 
B. Real Experiment
We use our method to calibrate a setup consisting of a Nikon camera with resolution of 2464 1632 × and a Dell LCD display with resolution of 1280 1024 × (see Fig.4 ). The distance between each pixel of the display is 0.264mm. A hard disk platter which has a perfect specular surface is used as an annular mirror in our experiment. The radius of the outer circle of the platter is 47.498mm and the inner one is12.500mm .
The intrinsic parameter of the camera is calibrated previously using Zhang's method [15] . The detection of the mirror and the line in the background are shown in Fig. 5 . Any two lines which are orthogonal to each other can be used to determine the unique solution of the mirror plane. Then the images of gray code are displayed one by one. The images decoding result is shown in Fig. 6 . The extrinsic parameters of the camera and display are obtained using our method described in section IV (the calibration result is shown in Fig. 7 ). Since there is no ground truth, we compare our result with the method proposed in reference [8] which used a common planar mirror and [11] which used a spherical one. The comparison is shown in table I.
Our result is near to the other two calibration results from table I. We also evaluate our method by fixing the position of the camera and display and moving the mirror to several different positions. The calibration results under different positions of the mirror are shown in table II and III which prove the stability of our method. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We present a complete method to calibrate the extrinsic parameter of a display and a camera where the camera doesn't have a direct view of the display. An annular mirror is used to make the camera view the display from the reflection. The outer circle of the mirror is used to determine the position of the mirror plane while the inner one is used to optimize the parameter. Two orthogonal lines are utilized to eliminate the ambiguity of the mirror plane. We use both simulation and real experiment to test the proposed method and showed impressing results. To our best knowledge, our method is the first to use an annular mirror to calibrate a display-camera system. Compared with other existing calibration methods, our method is simple and fully automatic. An off-the-shelf hard disk platter can be used an annular mirror which makes our method more practical. In the future, our work will consider the case that the radius of the mirror is unknown.
